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 Part one: Grammar 
Directions: Complete the following sentences by choosing the best answer. 

 For safety purposes, the HSE experts requested that the staff ............... the laboratory by ـ 131

Sunday. 

a)   to evacuate 

b)   be evacuated 

c)   evacuated 

d)   evacuate 

 .She had her glasses ............... by an optometrist ـ 132

a)   fitting 

b)   fitted 

c)   to fit 

d)   fit 

 . ............... ,Having discovered the Covid-19 vaccine in a small laboratory ـ 133

a)   the scientists won an international prize for their discovery 

b)   the scientists’ discovery was awarded an international prize 

c)   an international prize was awarded for scientists’ discovery  

d)   an international prize was awarded to the scientists  

 The verbal interaction between the nurse and  the patient will constitute a solid relationship ـ 134

............... they can tackle the cultural misunderstandings.  

a)   for that 

b)   with which 

c)   through whom 

d)   of them 

 University students ............... in bioinformatics may take compulsory courses including ـ 135

computational biology, genetics, and genomics. 

a)   interested 

b)   are interested 

c)   to be interested 

d)   having interested 

 Had one’s date of death been unknown, the forensic medicine specialist ............... the ـ 136

abbreviation ‘dec.’ (to denote “deceased”). 

a)   will use  

b)   have used  

c)   will be using 

d)  would have used 

 It is essential that the representative of the research funding body ............... the Ethics Committee ـ 137

to discuss the issue.  

a)   attends 

b)  attend 

c)   attended 

d)   attending 
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